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Wood Photo Panels

High Gloss
Photo White

Matt Finished
Natural Maple Wood

Natural Maple Wood
Glossy White

5” x 7” = $29.95
6” x 6” = $29.95
8” x 10” = $37.95
9” x 18” = $64.95
11.6” x 11.6” = $48.95
11” x 14” = $54.95
16” x 20” = $98.95

5” x 7” = $29.95
6” x 6” = $29.95
8” x 8” = $32.95
8” x 10” = $37.95
10” x 10” = $44.95
11” x 14” = $67.95
16” x 20” = $131.95

ChromaLuxe™ (MDF)Medium Density Fiberboard

Wood photo panels come in either a natural or standard white 
base look. Each have a beveled edge with keyholes on the back 
for easy hanging in a home, office or gallery. Images are 
infused into specially coated wood panels to provide the 
ultimate image clarity and vibrancy with exceptional detail and 
color resolution.

ChromaLuxe wood prints offer a traditional option to display all 
your photography and are extremely durable, offering scratch 
and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels 
are the perfect choice for residential and commercial spaces.
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Texture MDF

Texture Hardboard W/Kickstand

5” x 7” = $29.95
6” x 6” = $31.95
8” x 8” = $41.95
8” x 10” = $44.95

Larger Sizes come with Just Keyholes

11” x 14” = $69.95
12” x 18” = $79.95
16” x 20” = $115.95
20” x 30” = Special Order

5” x 5” = $25.95
5” x 7” = $29.95
6” x 6” = $29.95
8” x 10” = $39.95

ChromaLuxe™ (MDF)Medium Density Fiberboard
5/8” thick (normal plaque thickness) W/ Kickstand

ChromaLuxe™ Hardboard 1/4” thick

ChromaLuxe Textured Photo Panels provide a unique tactile feel along with the 
durability and features that are synonymous with the ChromaLuxe name. These glare 
free, fingerprint resilient panels are perfect for desktop and wall art applications. Made 
from 5/8” thick Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) or 1/4” Hardboard substrates for 
desktop display with a kickstand, or wall display with a nail in either landscape or portrait 
orientation. Includes keyholes in back for hanging.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

New
Textured Wood Photo Panels
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

5” x 7” = $29.95

3.5x 5 & 5” x 7” = $24.95

5” x 7” = $33.95

ChromaLuxe Hardboard Photo Panel. Made from 1/4” thick Hardboard substrates for 
desktop display. Ideal for home or office decor, the ChromaLuxe hardboard photo panels 
are a great addition to your product offering. The durable dye sublimation ChromaLuxe 
coating provides ultimate clarity and vibrancy as well as superior fade, moisture, stain 
and scratch resistant properties.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

Hardboard Tabletop Photo Panels

Dual-Panel Hinged 5x7

Dual Panel Hinged (1) 3x5 & (1) 5x7 

Tri-Panel Hinged (2) 3x5 & (1) 5x7 

Gloss Arch
Hardboard W/Easel

5” x 7” = $19.95
8” x 10” = $29.95

Gloss 
Hardboard W/Easel

UN4610  5” x 7” = $19.95
UN4612  6” x 6” = $19.95
UN4609  8” x 10” = $29.95
UN4613  10” x 10” = $37.95
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

ChromaLuxe Hardboard Photo Panel. Made from 1/4” thick Hardboard substrates for 
desktop display. Ideal for home or office decor, the ChromaLuxe hardboard photo panels 
are a great addition to your product offering. The durable dye sublimation ChromaLuxe 
coating provides ultimate clarity and vibrancy as well as superior fade, moisture, stain 
and scratch resistant properties.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

Hardboard Tabletop Photo Panels

Semi-Gloss
Hardboard W/Kickstand

Gloss
Hardboard W/Kickstand

Textured
Hardboard W/Kickstand

5” x 5” = $25.95
5” x 7” = $29.95
6” x 6” = $29.95
8” x 10” = $39.95

With Kickstands

UN4601  5” x 7” = $19.95
UN4616  6” x 6” = $19.95
UN4602  8” x 10” = $29.95
UN4617  10” x 10” = $37.95

UN4610  5” x 7” = $19.95
UN4612  6” x 6” = $19.95
UN4609  8” x 10” = $29.95
UN4613  10” x 10” = $37.95P
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

ChromaLuxe Hardboard Photo Panel. Made from 1/4” thick Hardboard substrates for 
desktop display. Ideal for home or office decor, the ChromaLuxe hardboard photo panels 
are a great addition to your product offering. The durable dye sublimation ChromaLuxe 
coating provides ultimate clarity and vibrancy as well as superior fade, moisture, stain 
and scratch resistant properties.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe wood photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

Hardboard Tabletop Photo Panels
With Kickstands

Prague
5.6” x 5.6” = $29.95

Benelux
5” x 7” = $29.95

Berlin
5” x 7” = $29.95

Creative Borders
Gloss Hardboard W/Kickstand
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Creative Borders Aluminum

Berlin

Circle

Non-traditional photo panel shapes are offered in the form of Creative Borders, which are 
available in nine different shapes and offered in three sizes. Pair them with an easel or 
mounting block to display on any desk, bookcase, mantle or wall by add a floating mount 
which gives a distinct look. Great for Residential & Commercial spaces.

Images are infused into specially coated .045 thick aluminum panels to provide the ultimate 
image clarity and vibrancy with exceptional detail and color resolution.

ChromaLuxe Creative Borders Aluminum prints offer a Non-traditional option to display all 
your photography and are extremely durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance 
without hiding your image behind glass.

Sydney

Prague

Milan

Metal Creative Borders

Benelux Sm. = $49.95
Berlin Sm. = $49.95
Prague Sm. = $49.95
Milan Sm. = $49.95
Sydney Sm. = $49.95
Circle Sm. = $49.95
Circle Med. = $49.95

Price Includes Floating Metal Wall Mount

4087 Benelux photo panel, small 11.37"x8”

4149 Berlin photo panel, small  11.93"x7.93"

4158 Prague photo panel, small 7.9"x7.9"

4089 Milan photo panel, small 8"x8"

4094 Sydney photo panel, small 10"x8" 

4144 Circle photo panel, small 8” x 8”

4145 Circle photo panel, Med 11” x 11”

Benelux
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Easel

2” x 3” = $5.95
4” x 4” = $8.95
4” x 6” = $12.95
5” x 5” = $12.95
5” x 7” = $18.95

5” x 10” = $24.95

5” x 17” = $39.95

5” x 11” = $25.95

6” x 6” = $19.95

8” x 8” = $32.95

8” x 10” = $36.95

8” x 12” = $36.95
8 1/2” x 11” = $36.95

9” x 21” = $67.95

10” x 10” = $41.95

10” x 20” = $74.95

11” x 11” = $45.95

11” x 14” = $55.95

11” x 17” = $69.95

11.7” x 11.7 = $56.95

12” x 12” = $58.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Gloss Aluminum Panels
W/ Metal Easel
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Floating Wall Mount
Black MDF is also availalable

5” x 5” = $22.95

5” x 7” = $28.95

5” x 10” = $34.95

5” x 17” = $49.95

5” x 11” = $35.95

6” x 6” = $29.95

8” x 8” = $42.95

8” x 10” = $46.95

8” x 12” = $46.95
8 1/2” x 11” = $46.95

9” x 21” = $77.95

10” x 10” = $51.95

10” x 20” = $84.95

11” x 11” = $55.95

11” x 14” = $65.95

11” x 17” = $79.95

11.7” x 11.7 = $66.95

20” x 20” = $188.95

10” x 30” = $149.95
16” x 32” = $231.95
18” x 36” = $276.95

Special Order Only:
Increased production time,
Printed & Pressed by Manufacturer

These require minimum quantity
 and must be shipped in a crate:

12” x 12” = $68.95

20” x 24” = $203.9512” x 18” = $91.95
24” x 24” = $223.9512” x 24” = $119.95
24” x 30” = Quote Required
24” x 36” = Quote Required
30” x 30” = Quote Required
30” x 40” = Quote Required
32” x 40” = Quote Required
36” x 36” = Quote Required

38” x 58” = Quote Required

40” x 60” = Quote Required

48” x 48” = Quote Required

48” x 96” = Quote Required

49” x 97” = Quote Required

14” x 18” = $107.95
15” x 15” = $100.95

15” x 18.75” = $124.95
16” x 16” = 109.95
16” x 20” = $143.95
16” x 24” = $182.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Gloss Aluminum Panels
W/ Floating Wall Mount

Wall Mount Dimensions are 5”x5”
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Easel

4” x 4” = $8.95
4” x 6” = $12.95
5” x 5” = $12.95

5” x 7” = $18.95

5” x 10” = $24.95

5” x 17” = $39.95

5” x 11” = $25.95

6” x 6” = $19.95

8” x 8” = $32.95

8” x 10” = $36.95

8” x 12” = $36.95

8 1/2” x 11” = $36.95

9” x 21” = $67.95

10” x 10” = $41.95

10” x 20” = $74.95

11” x 11” = $45.95

11” x 14” = $55.95

11” x 17” = $69.95

11.7” x 11.7 = $56.95

12” x 12” = $58.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Gloss Silver Aluminum Panels
W/ Metal Easel
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Floating Wall Mount
Black MDF is also availalable

5” x 5” = $22.95

5” x 7” = $28.95

5” x 10” = $34.95

5” x 17” = $49.95

5” x 11” = $35.95

6” x 6” = $29.95

8” x 8” = $42.95

8” x 10” = $46.95

8” x 12” = $46.95
8 1/2” x 11” = $46.95

9” x 21” = $77.95

10” x 10” = $51.95

10” x 20” = $84.95

11” x 11” = $55.95

11” x 14” = $65.95

11” x 17” = $79.95

11.7” x 11.7 = $66.95

20” x 20” = $188.95

10” x 30” = $149.95
16” x 32” = $231.95
18” x 36” = $276.95

Special Order Only:
Increased production time,
Printed & Pressed by Manufacturer

These require minimum quantity
 and must be shipped in a crate:

12” x 12” = $68.95

20” x 24” = $203.9512” x 18” = $91.95
24” x 24” = $223.9512” x 24” = $119.95
24” x 30” = Quote Required
24” x 36” = Quote Required
30” x 30” = Quote Required
30” x 40” = Quote Required
32” x 40” = Quote Required
36” x 36” = Quote Required

38” x 58” = Quote Required

40” x 60” = Quote Required

48” x 48” = Quote Required

48” x 96” = Quote Required

49” x 97” = Quote Required

15” x 18.75” = $124.95
16” x 16” = 109.95
16” x 20” = $143.95
16” x 24” = $182.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Gloss Silver Aluminum Panels
W/ Floating Wall Mount

Wall Mount Dimensions are 5”x5”
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Easel

4” x 4” = $8.95
Matte White

5” x 7” = $18.95
8” x 10” = $36.95
11” x 14” = $55.95
11.7” x 11.7 = $56.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Matte Aluminum Panels
W/ Metal Easel

Matte Silver
4” x 4” = $8.95
5” x 7” = $18.95
8” x 10” = $36.95
11” x 14” = $55.95
11.7” x 11.7 = $56.95
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Floating Wall Mount
Black MDF is also availalable

5” x 7” = $28.95

5” x 7” = $28.95
8” x 10” = $46.95

8” x 10” = $46.95
11” x 14” = $65.95

11” x 14” = $65.95
11.7” x 11.7 = $66.95

11.7” x 11.7 = $66.95
16” x 20” = $143.95

16” x 20” = $143.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Matte Aluminum Panels
W/ Floating Wall Mount

Wall Mount Dimensions are 5”x5”

Matte White

Matte Silver
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Easel

4” x 4” = $8.95 4” x 4” = $8.95
5” x 7” = $18.95 5” x 7” = $18.95

8” x 10” = $36.95 8” x 10” = $36.95
8” x 12” = $36.95 8” x 12” = $36.95

11” x 14” = $55.95 11” x 14” = $55.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Semi-Gloss Aluminum Panels
W/ Metal Easel

Semi-Gloss White Semi-Gloss Silver
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Price Includes Metal Floating Wall Mount
Black MDF is also availalable

5” x 7” = $28.95 5” x 7” = $28.95
8” x 10” = $46.95 8” x 10” = $46.95
8” x 12” = $46.95 8” x 12” = $46.95
11” x 14” = $65.95 11” x 14” = $65.95
12” x 18” = $91.95 12” x 18” = $91.95
16” x 20” = $143.95 16” x 20” = $143.95
16” x 24” = $182.95 16” x 24” = $182.95

ChromaLuxe HD Aluminum prints offer supreme image quality and durability as 
compared to a more traditional option to display all your photography and are extremely 
durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your image behind 
glass. These are made of .045” thickness aluminum

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe photo panels are the perfect choice for 
residential and commercial spaces.

HD Semi-Gloss Aluminum Panels
W/ Floating Wall Mount

Wall Mount Dimensions are 5”x5”

Semi-Gloss White Semi-Gloss Silver
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Request a Quote
As the prices vary
depending upon
the size of the panel

Frames Piece Lenghts
come in these sizes:
5 3/4”
7 3/4”
8 3/4”
10 3/4”
11 3/4”
12 3/4”
14 3/4”
16 3/4”
18 3/4”
20 3/4”
24 3/4”
30 3/4”

Chromaluxe Photo Panel Metal Frames

Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Add a little bit of Traditional to the modern with these Chromaluxe frames that are 
designed to hold the Chromaluxe Aluminum Panels.
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Chromaluxe Photo Panel Connections

Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology
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Chromaluxe Photo Panels can be mounted using pre-printed 
installation layounts & tools for easy mounting.

Connections
Make Your Own Mural

Request a Quote
As the prices vary
depending upon
the size of the panel

Sample  Layout
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Outdoor Aluminum
Casting Signage Sets
Duraluxe Outdoor Aluminum come in White Gloss Only in various sizes. These are 
made of .045 Aluminum with extended UV Protection, Resistant to Graffitti, Scratches, 
and Chemicals Made for Outdoor Enviornments.

5 Year Outdoor Warranty on Metal
(Like any casting it will require cleaning down the road, but most casting companies

estimate 10 or more years before they need to be cleaned). It all depends upon location, weather, etc.

Black Aluminum Casting Stake
4” x 6” = $80.95

Casting W/ Stake  (Includes the imprinted plate)

Castings from Page #3
Include Screws & Anchors

for Wall Mount

Bronze Aluminum Casting Stake
4” x 6” = $107.95

Black Aluminum Casting Stake
6” x 8” = $152.95

Bronze Aluminum Casting Stake
6” x 8” = $188.95

Black Aluminum Casting Stake
8” x 10” = $227.95

Bronze Aluminum Casting Stake
8” x 10” = $281.95
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

HD Gloss Extended Life
Aluminum Signage
HD EXT Extended Life Aluminum come in White Gloss Only in various sizes. These are 
made of .045 Aluminum with extended UV Protection, Resistant to Graffitti, Scratches, 
and Chemicals Made for Outdoor Enviornments.

ChromaLuxe Aluminum prints offer a traditional option to display all your photography 
and are extremely durable, offering scratch and abrasion resistance without hiding your 
image behind glass.

Available in a variety of sizes, ChromaLuxe Aluminum photo panels are the perfect 
choice for residential and commercial spaces.

Parking Sign W/ 2 Holes
12” x 18” = $73.95

Rectangle W/ 2 Holes
8” x 16” = $46.95

House Bunting Sign W/ 2 Holes
12” x 10” = $48.95

3 Year Outdoor
Warranty

Arch Rectangle Sign W/ 2 Holes
15.25” x 11.5” = $68.95

Rectangle Sign W/ 2 Holes
5” x 12” = $25.95

Oval Sign W/ 2 Holes
5” x 12” = $25.95
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All Shapes & Sizes = $39.95

#Easel-4S   10 3/4” x 8 3/4” Oval

#Easel-1S   8 3/4” x 10 3/4” Rectangle

#Easel-2S   10 3/4” x 8 3/4” Portrait

#Easel-3S   9 1/2 x 8 1/2” Heart

Satin Silver Dynasub Stand Up Easels

Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Non-traditional photo panel shapes are offered in the form of Stand Up Easels, which are 
available in 4 different shapes. These unique lightweight easles are designed to ship flat 
and with a simple bending action by the client they are now free standing. Images are 
infused into specially coated satin silver aluminum panels to provide the ultimate image 
clarity and vibrancy with exceptional detail and color resolution.
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Vintage Steel Signs
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 

D
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#VTSIGN14R
1-9 =      $58.95
10-23 =  $57.95
24+ =     $56.95

#VTSIGN1515.5
1-9 =      $70.95
10-23 =  $69.95
24+ =     $68.95

Circle 14” x 14” Route 66 15” x 15.5”

#VTSIGN1215SP
1-9 =      $58.95
10-23 =  $57.95
24+ =     $56.95

#VTSIGN1515RO
1-9 =      $70.95
10-23 =  $69.95
24+ =     $68.95

Plaque Shape 12” x 15” Plaque Shape 12” x 15”

23



Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Vintage Steel Signs
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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#VTSHAPE-REC1212
1-9 =      $40.95
10-23 =  $39.95
24+ =     $38.95

#VTSHAPE-REC1215
1-9 =      $52.95
10-23 =  $51.95
24+ =     $50.95

#VTSIGN814
1-9 =      $36.95
10-23 =  $35.95
24+ =     $34.95

#VTSIGN520
1-9 =      $34.95
10-23 =  $33.95
24+ =     $32.95

Square 12” x 12” Rectangle 12” x 15”

Rectangle 8” x 14”

Rectangle 5” x 20”

#VTSIGN1218
1-9 =      $55.95
10-23 =  $54.95
24+ =     $53.95

#VTSIGN1624
1-9 =      $111.95
10-23 =  $109.95
24+ =     $107.95

Rectangle 12” x 18”

Rectangle 16” x 24”
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Vintage Steel Signs
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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#VTSIGN46-A
1-9 =      $15.95
10-23 =  $14.95
24+ =     $13.95

#VTSIGN1515.5O
1-9 =      $58.95
10-23 =  $56.95
24+ =     $54.95

#VTSIGN1424-32
1-9 =      $175.95
10-23 =  $173.95
24+ =     $171.95

#VTSIGN520
1-9 =      $213.95
10-23 =  $211.95
24+ =     $209.95

#VTSIGN1424-3
1-9 =      $94.95
10-23 =  $92.95
24+ =     $90.95

Rectangle 4” x 7”
w/ Bronze Chain

Oval 15” x 15.5”

Oval 14” x 24” 2 Sided

With
Sign Frame

Oval 14” x 24”
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Photo Wood Plank Decor
White coated Natural Birch Wood ! 

Wood signs are assembled with a 1/16" spacing to re-create an original look and feel. 
These plank signs are ready to sublimate and sell.

The subtle wood grain still mildly shows through light areas of an image, producing bright 
and colorful image reproductions, from rustic text designs to realistic family and wedding 
photographs!

Perfect eye-catching wall décor pictures & signs.
Great for home, garage, porch, office or commercial locations.

Wood boards are 1/4" thick with two 5/8” wood support rails nailed and glued to the back 
for long-lasting durability & pleasing shadow mount effect.

Custom sizes available by request (12pc. minimum order).
Call or email us for a quote on your project!

Water Based Top-Coat. Add our exclusive KingCoat ™ water-based top coat will further 
enhance colors and increase UV resistance. 

#PHO-AP69  6X9
1-11 =   $27.95
12-23 =  $26.95
24 + =   $25.95

#PHO-AP812 8X12
1-11 =   $49.95
12-23 =  $48.95
24 + =   $47.95

#PHO-AP914  9X14
1-11 =   $54.95
12-23 =  $53.95
24 + =   $52.95

#PHO-AP1212  12X12
1-11 =   $60.95
12-23 =  $59.95
24 + =   $58.95

#PHO-AP1216  12X16
1-11 =   $78.95
12-23 =  $77.95
24 + =   $76.95

Also available as solid boards, Same Price

Bob’s  Toy

2016 Challenger
RT Shaker #2
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Signs of Life
Unisub Signs of Life and made of a 1/4” thick hardboard material. Suitable for the 
indoors only. These come with a Sticky Hanger and a black edge.

UN5818 Traditonal
11.5” x 15.4” = $49.95

Back View of Sign as it is being taped to the transfer.

Can Hang Any Direction by simply attaching the clear itself adhesive hanger.

UN5819 Antique
10.9” x 15.4” = $49.95

UN5818 Display
5.7” x 15.5”” = $31.95
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 Hardboard Hanging Signs
D
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UN4845 Rectangle
8” x 10” = $37.95

UN4847 Banner
9.5" x 11.5" x .25" = $44.95

UN4846
5.7” x 15.5” = $39.95
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 Unisub® Sublimation Blank Hardboard Wall Decor, one sided, with ribbon. Gloss White. 
Comes complete with holes and gray ribbon, giving multiple ways to hang your art, 
signage or other personalized images. These hanging pieces are perfect for kitchens, 
bedrooms, interior doors, business signs, and more.
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Plywood Hanging Signs
& Home Decor Gifts
 Unisub® Sublimation Blank Hardboard Wall Decor, one sided, with ribbon. Gloss White. 
Comes complete with holes and gray ribbon, giving multiple ways to hang your art, 
signage or other personalized images. These hanging pieces are perfect for kitchens, 
bedrooms, interior doors, business signs, and more.

HD2PW26 Lacy
5.9” x 9.8” = $34.95

HD2PW24 Heart
7.9” x 7.9” = $34.95

HD2PW25 Rectangle
5.7” x 10.2” = $34.95

HD2PW23 Door Hanger
3.9” x 9” = $24.95

Plywood Coasters
DW2PW21  3.75” Sq.      Square = $5.95 each
DW2PW2    3.75” Diam.   Round = $5.95 each
DW2PW21-Set4  3.75” Sq.      Square = $21.95 each
DW2PW2-Set4    3.75” Diam.   Round = $21.95 each
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Unisub Photo Frames and made of a 1/4” thick hardboard or 5/8” MDF material. Suitable 
for the indoors only.

Photo Frames

UN5899 4x6 Photo Frame Hardboard
Gloss White
7” x 8.5” = $46.95

UN5607 4x6 Photo Frame MDF
Gloss White
8” x 10” = $59.95

UN5659 5x7 Photo Frame MDF
Gloss White
8” x 10” = $59.95

UN1019 4x6 Photo Frame MDF
Gloss White
8” x 10” = $57.95

29UN4591 4x6 Photo Frame MDF
Matte Maple
8” x 10” = $59.95

UN4590 4x6 Photo Frame MDF
Matte Maple
8” x 10” = $59.95
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Sublimural - Hardboard

30

Made of Unisub Hardboard. Comes as a 24” x 24” set.
We also sell the individual tiles/hangers as so you can expand this as big as you want it. 
If you want say a 24” x 48” you simply get two sets and hang them next to each other. 
Top acrylic bar that holds them only comes in a 24” lenght.

Hardboard SubliMural

2’ x 2’  (16) 6x6 Tiles 1 Sided = $214.95
Add $10.95 per extra tile 
Add $28.95 per extra 24” mounting bar



Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Photo Ceramic Decor/Signs
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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#SBL287  4.75” x 11.5”
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

#SBL290  4” x 11”
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

#SBL284
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

#SBL293
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

Rectangle Trivit 7” x 9”

Rectangle Paddles

Spoon Paddle 6.5” x 9.25”
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Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Photo Ceramic Decor/Signs
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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#SBL275
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

#SBL278
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

#SBL281
1-11 =      $19.95
12-59 =    $17.95
 60-111 =  $14.95
112 + =    $9.95

Oval 8 3/4” x 6” Oval 7” x 7”

Rectangle 11 3/4” X 4”

New
2019
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Photo Wrought Iron
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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#FRAWT4.25-LRI
1-9 =     $24.95
10-29 = $22.95
 30 + =  $19.95

#FRAWT6SQ-LRI
1-9 =     $24.95
10-29 = $22.95
 30 + =  $19.95

#TRIG66-LRI
1+ =     $29.95

#FRAWT6RND-LRI
1-9 =     $24.95
10-29 = $22.95
 30 + =  $19.95

4 1/4” Tile
Iron Trivit

6” Tile
Iron Trivit

6” Glass Tile
Iron Trivit

6” Tile
Iron Trivit

# M015-CONDE
1-11 =     $24.95
12-47 =   $22.95
48-143 = $20.95
144 +  =  $19.95

4.25” Tile
Iron Trivit

# IT4X4-CONDE
1-11 =     $28.95
12-47 =   $26.95
48-143 = $22.95
144 +  =  $19.95

4.25” Tile
Iron Trivit

#CUTB811F-LRI
1-9 =    $42.95
10-29 = $38.95
30 + =   $35.95

8” x 11” Tile
Wrought Iron Trivit
Glass Cutting Board



Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Photo Wrought Iron
Vintage-look, heavyweight steel signs for dye sublimation have a retro-look satin finish 
and timeless appeal. Based on 1930's designs, these signs feature folded edges and 
holes in each corner for mounting. Popular indoor signage and magnetic note boards are 
perfect for home, office, dorm room, or man cave. 
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# M020-CONDE
4 1/4” Tile

1+ = $39.95

# M022-CONDE
6” Tile

1+ = $49.95

Ceramic Tile
Wrought Iron Bowls

# M001-CONDE
4 1/4” Tile

1+ = $24.95

# FRAW44H4-LRI
(4) 4.25” Tile
1+ = $59.95

Ceramic Tile
Iron Hooks

Ceramic Tile
Iron Frames

Ceramic Tile Iron
Coat Rack/Hooks

# FRAW66H1-LRI
6” Tile

1+ = $29.95

# M011-CONDE
(2) 4 1/4” Tile
1+ = $29.95

# M013-CONDE
(4) 4 1/4” Tile
1+ = $69.95

# M007-CONDE
(3) 4.25” Tile
1+ = $34.95

# M014-CONDE
(5) 4.25” Tile
1+ = $84.95

We also offer Wrought Iron Coaster Holders
In our Color Drinkware Catalog



Photo Quality Dye Imprinting Technology

Photo Wrought Iron Garden Flags
Vintage-look, heavyweight wrough iron with a blena of Polyester or Linen Flags
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Wrought Iron
Garden Flag Set

Garden Flag Only

# FLAGPOLE04-CONDE
39 1/4” Flag Pole ONLY

1+ = $27.95

# FLAGSET***-CONDE
39 1/4” Flag Pole

11” x 15” Poly
Single Sided
1+ = $47.95

11” x 15” Poly
2 Sided

1+ = $57.95

12” x 18” Poly
Single Sided
1+ = $59.95

12” x 18” Poly
2 Sided

1+ = $69.95

# FLAG***-CONDE
39 1/4” Flag Pole

11” x 15” Poly
Single Sided
1+ = $19.95

11” x 15” Poly or  10.5” x 15” Linen
2 Sided

1+ = $29.95

12” x 18” Poly or Linen
Single Sided
1+ = $33.95

12” x 18” Poly
2 Sided

1+ = $48.95

Wrought Iron
Garden Flag Pole

Flag Sold Seperately

Linen

Polyester

Polyester w/Faux Linen Printed Accent
to give the appearance of both.
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Photo Flags
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12” x 18” Single Sided
W/ Grommets

Car Flags
on Auto Gifts Catalog

We also have access to multiple Tradeshow/Display Manufacturers
that we can get all kinds of flags and banners from in this dye-sublimation process.

If you are interested in more info please talk to a sales associate.

32” x 60” Single Sided
W/ Grommets

24” x 36” Single Sided
W/ Grommets

# FLAG1218-CONDE
12” x 18” Poly
Single Sided
1+ = $42.95

# FLAG1218-CONDE
32” x 60” Poly
Single Sided

(Not Done In-House, Call for Pricing and Lead Time.)

# FLAG2436-CONDE
24” x 36” Poly
Single Sided

(Not Done In-House, Call for Pricing & Lead Time)

Made of 200 Denier Flag Dacron. White. 1" fly that has 4 rows of stitches. Separate 
header of poly duck 1.5" wide with brass grommets. Hook this large flag to any outdoor 
pole or hang on a wall.
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Aluminum Outdoor Garden Stakes
Chromaluxe EXT Aluminum garden stakes/markers are guaranteed under warranty for 
up to 3 years outdoor. Made of .045 thick aluminum cut to different shapes and sizes. 
These can be used plant markers in the garden, temporary markers for events, yard 
signs, memorial markers of loved ones, signs for flower bouqets, flower holders at 
cemetaries, etc.

Decorate your yard, garden or potted plant with a new garden stake from Unisub. 
This sublimatable stake is UV resistant and easy to clean its high-gloss finish. 
Perfect for identifying plants, memorial markers or pathway signs.

2 to 3 Year Outdoor Warranty
Completely Free Standing - No Stake/Holder Needed
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UN4767 Rectangle
3.5” x 6.9” = $19.95

UN4772 Berlin
3.95” x 6.9” = $19.95

UN4771 Benelux
3.95” x 6.9” = $19.95

UN4768 Oval
3.5” x 6.9” = $19.95

UN4773 Prague
2.75” x  6.9” = $24.95

UN4769 Prague
2.75” x  6.9” = $24.95

(2 yrs photos, 3 yrs graphics only)
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Aluminum Outdoor Yard Signs
Chromaluxe EXT Aluminum yard signs/markers are guaranteed under warranty for up to 
3 years outdoor. Made of .045 thick aluminum cut to different shapes and sizes. These 
can be used plant markers in the garden, temporary markers for events, yard signs, 
memorial markers of loved ones, signs for flower bouqets, flower holders at cemeteries, 
etc.

Catch the watchful neighborhood eye with a Unisub yard sign. This yard sign is 
UV resistant and are perfect for directions, advertisement and the simple lawn 
décor.

2 to 3 Year Outdoor Warranty
Completely Free Standing - No Stake/Holder Needed

Actual photos that are currently on display in MN and IA of my 4 yrd old daughter who passed away of SUDEP on May 17, 2018.
These are working beautifully on display in loved ones yards and indoors since June 2018. Even in the MN Winter.S
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UN4776 Large Sq. 2 Legs
7.75” x  15.83” = $49.95

UN4773 Small Sq.
4” x  10” = $24.95

UN4774 Regtangle Sq.
7.75” x  10” = $34.95

UN4775 Large Oval
7.75” x  10” = $34.95

(2 yrs photos, 3 yrs graphics only)
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UVSub Outdoor/Indoor
Aluminum Signage
UVSub Aluminum come in White Gloss Only in various sizes and shapes. These are 
made of .045 Aluminum with extended UV Protection to prevent fading.

This was the first company to tougt UV stability in the name, so we decided to test it out 
ourselves. Although the manufacturer claims it is not rated for outdoor use, we have 
sucessfully installed one on our loading dock installed in January 2016 facing south east 
and it still looks good.

We would say from our own testing that there is roughly a 2 to 3 year life span before 
noticable fading will occur. The blacks are just starting to turn brown after 2 1/2 years. 
Honestly the general public would probably not even notice  on our test as of right now. 
We do as we have trained ourselves to do so.

2 to 4 Year Outdoor Life
(not warrantied)
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None of these signs have a truly reflective coating but a glossy coating.

This material can be cut to custom sizes as well to make 
reserved parking signs for apartments, businesses, etc.

Ask an sales associate about pricing.

Look in our Name Badge/Identification Line
for Name Badges and Tags made of this same material.

Bicycle Liscense Plate
3” x 6” = $8.95

Motorcycle Liscense Plate
4” x 7” = $10.95

ATV Liscense Plate
5” x 8” = $12.95

Automobile License Plate .025” Thick
6” x 12” = $16.95

Automobile License Plate .032” Thick
6” x 12” = $18.95

 $.40 per inch, cut up to 12” x 20” long

Mini Street Sign .025” thickness
4” x 13.5” = $16.95

Street Sign .025” thickness
4” x 18” = $19.95

9
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UVSub Outdoor/Indoor
Aluminum Signage
UVSub Aluminum come in White Gloss Only in various sizes and shapes. These are 
made of .045 Aluminum with extended UV Protection to prevent fading.

This was the first company to tougt UV stability in the name, so we decided to test it out 
ourselves. Although the manufacturer claims it is not rated for outdoor use, we have 
sucessfully installed one on our loading dock installed in January 2016 facing south east 
and it still looks good.

We would say from our own testing that there is roughly a 2 to 3 year life span before 
noticable fading will occur. The blacks are just starting to turn brown after 2 1/2 years. 
Honestly the general public would probably not even notice  on our test as of right now. 
We do as we have trained ourselves to do so.

2 to 4 Year Outdoor Life
(not warrantied)
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Parking Sign W/ 2 Holes .025” thickness
12” x 18” = $53.95

Parking Sign W/ 2 Holes .032” thickness
12” x 18” = $56.95

Regular Size
Parking Sign

Small Parking Sign
W/ 2 Holes .032” thick
8” x 12” = $26.95

Mini Stop Sign W/ 2 Holes .025” thick
12” x 12” = $37.95

Small Parking Sign
W/ 2 Holes .032” thick
8” x 12” = $23.95

.032 thickness parking sign is close to the average thickness
None of these signs have a truly reflective coating but a glossy coating.

Actual Sign on our Loading Dock

Picture Taken 12-12-18
Originally Printed 1-16-15

Black is now just starting to fade to a reddish brown tint

8
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Indoor Aluminum Signage
Regular Aluminum come in multiple colors and can be cut into various sizes. These are 
made of .020 to .030 or .045 Aluminum. While they have a some UV protection they are 
not rated for outdoor use, but can be used in some locations for a limited time as 
temporary signage.

We use aluminum a lot for interior signage, wayfinding signage, slide in sign holders, 
name badges, etc. 

While we do our own testing at times we would say that using the white material only 
outdoors there is roughly a 1/2 year to 1 year life span before noticable fading will occur. 
All depending of course on the location. Indoors indefineatly as long it is not in direct 
sunlight all day.

Special Note: gold, silver, bronze, copper will fade too quick and is not recommended for 
any length of time outdoors.

1/2 to 1 Year Outdoor Life
(White Only) (not warrantied)
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 $.35 per inch, cut up to 12” x 20” long
Technically 12” x 24” but our heat press area is only 16” x 20”

Available in .020 to .030 thick
Glossy White, Satin Gold, Satin Silver, Satin Bronze Dynasub
Satin Gold, Satin Silver (stainless looking), Satin Copper SuperMetal
Glossy White

Available in .045 thick
Glossy White

Actual photo of a temporary sign that is currently on display at my 
daughters headstone for the harsh MN winter of 2018-2019. A true 
test being done as we speak in a wide open area of the cemetary. 

On the back of our father & mothers/founders headstone of BT&A. 
Doesn’t get any more real than this !

Double Faced Tape Style, Easle Style,
Table “Tent” Shaped, Table “L” Shaped.
Slide in Holder Type

Table Tent Shape Table “L” Shape Table Easel Shape

10
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Dry Erase Steel & Hardboard

Dry Erase Hardboard

Dry Erase Steel

Unisub Hardboard is made of a 1/4” thick hardboard material. 
Unisub Steel is made of .030 glossy White Steel

Suitable for the indoors only.
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UN1010  7.5” x 9” = $19.95
UN1011  8” x 10.3” = $23.95
UN1012  9” x 12.5” = $31.95
With Bull Nose Roundeed Corners

Precut Sizes
UN5954  7” x 9” = $25.95
UN5957  8” x 10” = $31.95
UN5958  9” x 12” = $38.95
UN5955  11” x 14” = $51.95

.030 magnet friendly material

 

UN10124  15.5” x 18.5” = $67.95
Saw Cut Edge

 $.40 per inch, cut up to 12” x 20” long
Technically 12” x 24” but our heat press area is only 16” x 20”

21
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FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic)
Unisub FRP is made of .090 thick fiberglass reinforced plastic. Available in 1 Sided or 
Double Sided.
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Single Sided
$.40 per inch, cut up to 12” x 20” long
Technically 12” x 24” but our heat press area is only 16” x 20”

Double Sided
$.40 per inch, cut up to 12” x 20” long
Technically 12” x 24” but our heat press area is only 16” x 20”

We use this all the time for Name Badges and it can be custom cut to any shape with our engraving systems

Note: It can also be cut on a table saw with the right kind of blade.

22

Maxiumum Occupancy

Hillcrest Heights

Dining Room

160
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FRAMES for Signage

Wall Mount Desk

Complete
Signage
Systems

Wall & Corridor

We always recommend
Aluminum for these types of signs.

They are designed to hold 1/16 plastic
or Aluminum up to the same thickness.
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FRAMES for Signage

Wall Mount

Desk

24

#JRS-48  2x8
1+ =   $19.95

#JRS-59  2x8
1+ =   $21.95

#JRS-36  2x8
1+ =   $13.95

#JRS-36  2x6
1+ =   $11.95

#JRS-30  2x8
1+ =   $23.95

#JRS-25  2x8, 1.5x8
1+ =   $36.95

#JRS-115 2x8, 1x8
1+ =   $20.95

#JRS-115 2x10, 1x10
1+ =   $22.95

#JRS-48  2x10
1+ =   $22.95

#JRS-39  2x10
1+ =   $24.95

#JRS-36  2x10
1+ =   $15.95

#JRS-30  2x10
1+ =   $29.95

#JRS-48  2x12
1+ =   $25.95

#JRS-36  2x12
1+ =   $17.95

Black (B) Rose Gold (G) or Silver (S)
Special Order Yellow Gold

#JRS-106 (3) 1x8
1+ =   $20.95

#JRS-106 (3) 1x10
1+ =   $22.95




